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MEGA‑LITE presents the Pan T Bot, a versatile LED fixture with robust features 
that enable the unit be used as a blinder, strobe and wash.

This production‑grade unit is equipped with 960 0.5W RGB LEDs and 300 white 
1W LEDs. The vibrant Red, Green and Blue LEDs offer 80 segments of control 
that further enhance the users creativity when programming. The blinding white 
LEDs can be used as a strobe or divided into 10 segments using pre‑programmed 
macros. Both sections can be independently controlled or combined allowing users 
to program a variety of eye‑catching radiant looks. The RGB LEDs are fully 
pixel‑mappable in extended mode and offer the user ultimate flexibility in bringing 
their vision to life. 

In addition to the  270º 16 bit tilt, the Pan T Bot as its name entails also features 
a 540º 16 bit pan. This unique movement of both pan and tilt further enhance 
the effects of the unit by creating a multidimensional appearance. 

Increase your creative possibilities with the Pan T Bot!
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Features.

In addition to the  270º 16 bit tilt, the 
Pan T Bot as its name entails also 
features a 540º 16 bit pan. This unique 
movement of both pan and tilt further 
enhance the effects of the unit by 
creating a multidimensional appearance.  

PAN & TILT
The RGB LEDs are fully pixel‑mappable 
in extended mode and offer the user 
ultimate flexibility in bringing their vision 
to life.  

PIXEL EFFECT
The blinding white LEDs can be used 
as a strobe or divided into 10 segments 
using pre‑programmed macros.

STROBE EFFECT



Increase your creative 
possibilities with the 
Pan T Bot!
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